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요   약 
 

MPEG-NNR (Compression of Neural Network for Multimedia Content Description and Analysis) aims to define 
a compressed and interoperable representation of trained neural networks. In this paper, we present a low -rank 
approximation to compress a CNN used for image compression, which is one of MPEG-NNR use cases. In the presented 
method, the low-rank approximation decomposes one 2D kernel matrix of weights into two 1D kernel matrix values in 
each convolution layer to reduce the data amount of weights. The evaluation results show that the model size of the 
original CNN is reduced to half as well as the inference runtime is reduced up to about 30% with negligible loss in 
PSNR. 

 
1. Introduction 
 

Artificial neural networks are being widely adopted for a 
broad range of tasks in multimedia analysis and processing, media 
coding, data analysis, and many other fields. Many applications 
require the deployment of a trained network instance on a larger 
number of devices with limited computation power and memory. 
For such applications, interoperable and compact representations 
of neural networks are required. To address this issue, exchange 
formats have been developed that can interoperate in various deep 
learning framework and optionally apply compression. [1]. In 
addition, recently, MPEG is developing an interoperable 
compressed representation of neural networks called NNR 
(Compression of Neural Networks for Multimedia Content 
Description and Analysis).  

In this paper, we present a low-rank approximation to 
compress a CNN used for video compression, which is one of 
MPEG-NNR use cases. 

 

2. MPEG-NNR 
 

MPEG activities on NNR aims to define a compressed, 
interpretable and interoperable representation for trained 
neural networks. Therefore, NNR summarized the 
requirements that depend on the use cases to which neural 
network is applied, and configured the framework to reflect 
this [2]. 

Figure 1 shows an MPEG-NNR framework in the use 
case of video compression. In the video compression case, 
neural network model is applied in a tool-by tool basis. In 
addition, an NN model applied to each coding tool is 
transmitted to the encoder or decoder in a form of coded 
representation. In addition, the acceleration library 
optionally optimized according to the given requirement 
such as compression rate, and the optimized networks are 
transmitted to the encoder or decoder.  
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Figure 1. MPEG-NNR framework for video compression [2] 

 

Figure 2 shows the framework for evaluation which meet   
requirement in the NNR. The framework considers the memory 
consumption in SW (O and R_size) and evaluation performance (O 
and R_per) as well as the size of model (Os and Cs size) to be 
transmitted. O_Per and R_Per should be as close as possible to 
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each other, and the memory to be transferred and the memory 
consumption on the device must meet the requirements of that each 
use case. 

 

Figure 2. Evaluation framework in NNR [3] 
 
3. Compression Methods 
 

The low-rank approximation which applied to 
convolution layer is processed as follows [4]. The trained 
convolution weights in 2D-CNN are of 4D-types (filter size, 
filter size, the number of input channel, the number of output 
channel). Equation (1) shows the approximated equation in 
each channel. The dimension of  is expressed as d x d, 
where d is the filter size of convolution layer. In addition, 
the dimension of  ,   which matrices to be 
approximated as a low-rank are expressed as d x R, where R 
is the target number of size for low-rank approximations. 

 

 ≜ , (1) 
So, the purpose of this method is to find ( , )  which 
give the minimum difference between  and (U × V).  
For the filter reconstruction optimization, the cost function 
is as follows. 
 

 min( , ) = ∑ ∑ ‖ − ‖2
,

 (2) 

 
 

4. Experimental Results 
 

The tool-by-tool case is the post-processing filter of 
VTM 3.0 with CNN. The test sequences were used in the 
JVET CTC [5] in all of class. In addition, testing 
environment is All Intra, the PSNR were compared with the 
original frame to compare the performances.  

Figure 3 shows the CNN structure for post-processing 
filter in VTM 3.0  
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Figure 3. CNN structure for post-processing filtering 

  
    Table 1 shows the performance and model size results 
when applying the low-rank approximation method only to 
the 2nd and 3rd layers among the 7 layers. In the 2nd and 3rd 
layers, the number of input and output channel is all 64, and 
the number of target channels is set to 32, 24 to apply low-
rank approximation. In addition, the NN model is defined as 

the .mat file. 
 Table 2 shows the comparison with the evaluation results 
and runtime against the original model into the low-rank 
approximation. In terms of PSNR, it has been found that 
there is generally loss of 0.02~0.03dB compared to the 
original CNN, depending on the number of layers to which 
the compression method is applied.  In addition, the 
modified model with applied low rank approximation 
reduces not only the model size but also the runtime lowers 
(about 17% gain)). 
 
Table 1: Model size of each compression method 

Compression method Model size (KB) 
Original 692 

LR-CNN: 2nd layer 495 (72%) 
LR-CNN: 2nd, 3rd layers 341 (49%) 

 
Table 2. Evaluation results (PSNR & Runtime) 

Compression method PSNR 
(dB) 

Runtime 
(%) 

VTM 3.0 38.90 - 
Original CNN (Baseline) 39.95 100% 
LR-CNN: 2nd layer applied 38.93 94% 
LR-CNN: 2nd, 3rd layers applied 38.92 83% 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we presented the evaluation results on the 
compression of CNN in use case of video compression in 
MPEG-NNR. The results of the evaluation were presented 
in accordance with the procedure of the evaluation 
framework defined in MPEG-NNR. 

The evaluation results showed that the low-rank 
approximation led a slightly loss in terms of PSNR, but the 
inference runtime reduced about 17%. Therefore, it is noted 
that the low-rank approximation would be a useful tool for 
network networks compression in the image compress use 
case. 
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